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*Integrating in a not very technical sense
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A Little Background

ENOW Financial

A fee-only, solo (hopefully not for long) RIA providing comprehensive financial 
planning to people under 55 that incorporates appreciative life planning to 
unearth the client’s concerns, transitions and desired future.

Money Quotient

Money Quotient focuses on both the subjective and objective factors that 
either enhance or hinder financial satisfaction and quality of life.  According to 
their underlying philosophy, an individual’s “real” financial well-being (MQ) is 
comprised of two essential components: emotional intelligence (EQ) and 
financial knowledge (IQ).
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Wealthbox (part of the XYPN stack)

RightCapital (part of the XYPN stack)

Calendly

Pulse 360

Zapier
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Tools Mentioned Today
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Objective

Capture the desired qualitative data from Money Quotient conversations:

1) Keep the client’s “Keys to Your Financial Plan” visible, referenceable.
a) Vision, Values, Transitions, Concerns, Goals

2) Capture relevant qualitative data into client deliverables.
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Context: A Single Meeting

Engage: Discovery Meeting

Personal Insights About Money
The Wheel of Life

Post-meeting homework:
Personal Insights About Life Balance
Visualize Your Future



Map your client’s journey to process and tools
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Note: today is focused on the Money Quotient objectives in the process
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Pre-Meeting Automations

Meeting parameters imported from Wealthbox via live integration
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Pre-Meeting Activities

Assemble and Send the Agenda

Take notes

In-Meeting Activities
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Post-Meeting Automations

Post-Meeting Activities (Manual)

Meeting notes, tasks, workflows exported to Wealthbox via live integration

Pulse: Capture Keys

Pulse: Capture Recommendations (incorporate Keys)

Pulse: Keys to PDF if appropriate
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Post-Meeting Activities (manual)
Keys to Your Financial Plan -> RightCapital

Keys to Your Financial Plan -> Wealthbox



The Keys to Your Financial Plan -> RightCapital
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This is a simple cut/paste of the client’s “Vision” 
key into the top of RightCapital’s snapshot 
page.

This is one of my primary, ongoing deliverables, 
and it’s great to have this everpresent reminder 
at the top of the page.



The Keys to Your Financial Plan -> RightCapital
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This is a copy/paste from the Pulse 360 note into a Rightcapital task, with some quick 
formatting. Again, keeping the “Keys to Your Financial Plan” front and center.



The “Keys to Your Financial Plan” -> Wealthbox
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The screenshot is from a contact record.

This is a one step cut/paste from the “Keys” 
document in pulse (copy document) into a 
single custom field in Wealthbox.

I recently migrated from five custom fields to 
one to optimize this step.

This provides me a quick checkpoint as I enter 
any client interaction.



Questions?
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